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Boston, January 20, 1851. $

Sir,—I have the honor to lay before you the Second Annual
Report of the doings under the Resolves of the Legislature,
May Bth, 1848, for

TRAINING AND TEACHING IDIOTS *

By those Resolves there was appropriated the sum of twenty-
five hundred dollars a year, for three years, for the purpose of
finding out by actual trial, whether the bodily and mental con-
dition of Idiotic persons could be improved, and whether the
blessing of instruction, which Massachusetts provides for all
others, could be extended likewise to these, the most unfortu-
nate of all her children.f

*By a Resolution of the Legislature, April 11th, 1846, the Governor was authorized to
appoint three Commissioners, to enquire into the condition of the Idiots of the Common-
wealth, to ascertain their number, and whether anythingcan be done in their behalf.

The Commissioners were, S. G. Howe, Horatio Byington, and Gilman Kimball. A par-
tial Report was made by the Chairman in the winter of 1847, which may be found in House
Document No. 152.

The same gentlemen made a full and final Report, dated Feb. 26th, 1848, which was
printed, Senate Document No. 51.

tThe Resolves of May Bth, 1848, were as follows
Resolved, That there be paid out of the treasury of the Commonwealth, a sum, not exceed-

Commmitut.ilttj ot jHassattxist«s.

To his Excellency , the Governor :
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Your predecessor in office made arrangements with me, as
head of this Institution, for conducting the trial, and making
the experiment.

One of the conditions of the arrangement was, that the experi-
ment should be tried upon at least ten idiotic youth, the children
of paupers and indigent persons belonging to Massachusetts.

Ten such children were brought together, from different parts
of the State, mostly from the Almshouses, in the autumn of
184S. In February, 1850, I made a Report at considerable

length, giving the result of the trial up to that time, which Re-
port was published by order of the Legislature, and may be
found in House Document, No. 38.

Before giving an account of what has been done during the
past year, allow me to state what were the hopes and expecta-
tions of those who undertook and urged on this enterprise.
They are set forth in the first Report in the following words:

i; lt is not expected that those youth who are below the
grade of simpletons will ever gain such acquaintance with the
common branches of learning, as will be of much ornament, or
direct use to them. It is not expected that they will be raised
to a level with ordinary persons, or play an independent part in
the world, and take care of themselves. Great pains are taken,
indeed, to teach them to read simple sentences,—to count, to
to write, to sing,—but this is not with the expectation that they
will ever be able to do these things well, or have any direct
benefit from them, but mainly with a view to train and
strengthen the intellect by exercise in the attempt to learn
them.

ing Iwcnty-fivc hundred dollars, annually, for the term of three years, for the purpose of
training and teaching- ten idiotic children, to be selected by the Governor and Council, from
those at public charge, or from the families of indigent persons in different parts of the Com-
monwealth, provided that an arrangement can be made by the Governor and Council with
any suitable Institution now patronised by the Commonwealth, for charitable purposes j and
provided, that said appropriations shall not be made a charge upon the school fund.

Resolved, That the trustee* of the institution, undertaking the instruction and training of
said idiots, shall, at the end of each and every year, render to the Governor and Council an
account of the actual expense incurred on account of said idiots, and if the amount ex-
pended shall be less than the sum received from the public treasury, the unexpended balance
shall be deducted from the amount of the next annual appropriation.

Resolved, That the said trustees shall be authorized to require that the authorities of any
town which may send any idiot paupers to them, for instruction, be required to keep them
supplied with comfortable and decent clothing.

Approved by the Governor, May Bth, 1848.
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If then, it is not expected that they will gain any truly profit-
able knowledge, even of the elementary branches of learning,
or become men, even of the most ordinary abilities,—what is
expected, and what is the object of establishing a school for
them; and what is the end and aim of all this labor and ex-
pense ?

My answer is, that these poor creatures possess not only the
instincts and propensities which man has in common with the
brutes, but that, moreover, they possess the feeble germs of
those intellectual faculties, moral sentiments, and social affec-
tions, which in man are superadded to his animal nature, and
which make the crowning glory of humanity.

A few of the idiots have really feebler perceptive faculties
than dogs and monkeys; it may be, that with ever so much
instruction, they will remain inferior to those brutes, in mere
knowledge , but then they have a feeble portion of that light of
the soul, not one ray of which could ever be discovered in the
nature of dogs and monkeys, were they trained and taught, gen-
eration after generation, to the end of time.

Aow, it is proposed, not only to train and develop, as much
as possible, the feeble intellectual powers of the idiot, but also,
to call out and strengthen the dormant or feeble capacities of
every part of his nature. The most of them arc now left in
ignorance and in idleness. Nothing being done to improve their
condition, of course it must grow worse.

It is proposed, therefore, to show our reverence for God’splain will, and to acknowledge the common brotherhood of
man, by taking these the most unfortunate of His children, and
attempting to lift them up to a place, humble though it be, uponthe common platform of humanity.

It is hoped to tram them up to cleanliness and decency • toprevent or root out vicious and debasing habits; to moderategluttonous appetites; and to lessen the strength of the animalnature, generally, by calling into some activity the higher feel-idEiesf deSireS’ by SUbstitUting constant occupation for
It is proposed to tram all the senses and perceptive faculties,y constant and varied exercise, to strengthen the power ofattention; to teach, as much as possible, the rudiments of

Uiow c go, to develop the muscular system, and to give some
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degree of dexterity in simple handicraft. Efforts will be made
to call out their social auctions, and to lessen their inordinate
selfishness, by awakening some feeling of regard for others, in
return for kindness and love manifested towards them.

The still harder task will be attempted of appealing to the
moral sense, and drawing out what little capacity there may
exist for comprehending right, for exercising conscience, and for
developing the religious sentiment.

It is hoped that part of them will gain some really useful
knowledge; that most of them will become cleanly, decent,
temperate, and industrious ; and that all of them will be better
and happier for the efforts made in their behalf.”

I am happy to be able to say that these hopes and expecta-
tions have been fulfilled. Among the children taken and kept
under instruction and training, several, who were in a state of
hopeless idiocy, have gained some really useful knowledge;
most of them have become cleanly, decent, docile, and industri-
ous ; and all of them are happier and better, in consequence of
the efforts made in their behalf. The enterprise has been car-
ried on with an earnest perseverance, which entire faith in its
final accomplishment was sure to give. That faith has now
become assurance; and this assurance is partaken by the pa-
rents of the unfortunate children, and by many who have
watched the trial. If this assurance could become general, the
permanency of the establishment would be secured, and the ex-
perimental school would become a permanent Institution.

One of the difficulties, however, in the way is the popular
error that idiocy is a positive and incurable malady, or an utter
and hopeless privation of mind ; whereas, it is neither the one
nor the other, but only an infirmity or weakness of mind,
greater or less. It may be so great indeed, that the sufferer is
lower than the brutes in point of intelligence, or it may be so
slight, that one is perplexed to decide, whether he is, or is not
to be considered idiotic; he stands, with a multitude of others,
upon the dividing line, between silly persons and positive sim-
pletons.

It is difficult to show, to persons who have not examined the
subject of idiocy, and who are unacquainted with the former
condition of our pupils, that they have made any great improve-
ment. The ordinary standard is utterly useless for measuring
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them. Whatever progress they may have made, and whatever
acquirements they may have gained, their knowledge is still,
and must remain, a minus quantity, when compared with that
of other children. Whoever compares the children in our
school with those even of an inferior common school, will find
the brightest of the first to be inferior to the dunces in the
other.

Whoever should visit our school without ever having seen it
before, and note the condition of the scholars without knowing
what their condition was formerly, would find it hard to say a
word of approval or encouragement. Of all such, we must ask
a little faith in the statements we may make, though these will
be sustained by such evidence, from the parents of the pupils,
as can be obtained.

There are persons, however, (and there must be many such
in the Legislature,) who know, from actual observation, what
is the condition of idiots in our country towns, especially those
in the almshouses, and such persons are earnestly invited to
come and examine our school, and see if it does not give proofs
enough of the capacity of idiots for instruction and improve-
ment.

Most of these youth were, three years ago, in an utterly
helpless and hopeless condition of idiocy. Some of them sat or
lay in drivelling irnpotency, unable, to do anything but swallow
the food that, was given them. They were void of speech and
understanding. They were filthy in their persons and habits,
and given to debasing practices. They were unable to dress
themselves, or sit at table and feed themselves. They passed
their time in idleness, without a thought or an effort for better-
ing their deplorable condition. Some of them were noisy and
destructive in their habits.

A great change has now come over them. They have im-
proved in health, strength, and activity of body. They arecleanly and decent in their habits. They dress themselves, and,for the most part, sit at table and feed themselves. They aregentle, docile, and obedient. They can be governed without ablow or an unkind word. They begin to use speech, and takegreat delight in repeating the words of simple sentences, whichthey have mastered. They have learned their letters, and someOf them, WHO were as speechless as brutes, can read easy sen-

TENCES AND SHORT STORIES !
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They are gentle and affectionate with each other; and the
school and the household are orderly, quiet, and well regulated
in all respects.

The former condition of these youth furnishes a fair speci-
men of what is the actual condition of hundreds in our Com-
monwealth, and thousands in our country; and their present
condition furnishes a fair specimen of what may become the
condition of all, if the State will take them under her fostering
care.

With these preliminary remarks, I proceed to give the general
history of the experiment during the last year, and a detailed
notice of some cases, which will serve to illustrate the subject,
and the mode of instruction.

The instruction of the pupils has continued to be given by
Mr. T. B. Richards, who has shown much zeal, and obtained
great success as a teacher. The improvement in the bodily and
mental condition of the pupils is mainly owing to his labors, and
those of his faithful assistants.

I am constrained also to mention my obligations to Dr. Ed-
ward Jarvis, for the wise counsels and efficient services which
he has given to the establishment.

The school was removed, for a year, to a spacious private
house in South Boston, which has a large garden attached, and
which furnished good opportunity to the inmates for exercise
and recreation. The house could not be had, however, more
than a year, and the school was removed to its old quarters, in
one wing of the Institution for the Blind. It is greatly to be
regretted, that the experiment could not be conducted all the
time under the highly favoring circumstances which such a lo-
cation as it enjoyed last year, gave to it; but the want of means
of hiring a proper house and grounds forbade it.

The whole number of children received, under the provisions
of the State appropriation, is 17. Of these, seven have been
discharged, for the following reasons :—■

One was found, after a few weeks’ trial, to be an improper
subject for the experiment, because it appeared clear that he had
too much capacity and intelligence, though he had been consid-
ered idiotic and sent to us as such.

Three others were found to be rather deranged than idiotic.
One proved to be hydrocephalic, and was discharged on that

account.
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One was so feeble and unhealthy, and required such constant
nursing, as to be unfit for an experimental school.

One was so much improved by a year and a half training and
instruction, that he was able to go to a common primary school,
and was discharged accordingly.

All the seven had, with one exception, greatly improved in
their condition and habits. Even the insane had become quiet
and docile. They were more comfortable, and in a better con-
dition in all respects, than they were before they entered the
school, or than they have been since. They were not, however,
fair representatives of the class, whose capacity for improvement
was to be tested by the experiment, any more than was the one
who proved to be too intelligent, and they were therefore dis-
charged. The present number is ten ; seven boys and three
girls. They were taken from indigent families, or from alms-
houses, in different parts of Massachusetts, agreeably to the
conditions of the act of the Legislature.

Besides the ten State beneficiaries, eight private pupils have
been received, five of whom still remain under training and in-
struction. This measure was adopted to save those who man-
aged the experiment from too great pecuniary loss, the grant
from the State not being sufficient for the expenses of the estab-
lishment. These expenses are great, especially for a small
number. Two hundred and fifty dollars each is not enough for
the board, training, and instruction of ten idiots, though half
that sum might suffice for each, if there were a hundred of
them. It was found that the reception of private pupils was
not at all unfavorable to the State pupils. Some of them are
from wealthy families, who are willing to pay a high price for
the advantages they receive.

This measure, then, while aiding in paying the expenses of
the experiment, serves to extend more widely the usefulness of
the school.

The general course of training and instruction, which was
described in the last report, has been followed during the past
year, and with the same marked success. A plain but plentiful
diet; abundance of sleep; cold bathing, followed by friction;walking and running in the open air; gymnastic exercises, for
giving muscular strength and activity; amusements of various
kinds; such are the means relied upon for promoting and
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maintaining the bodily health of the pupils. An improvement of
the physical condition, and a nearer approach to a normal state
of bodily health, naturally begets greater freedom and precision
in the action of the mental powers; just asrepairing and cleans-
ing the works of a watch, causes greater precision in the motion
of the hands.

Special care and attention has been given, however, to bring
out and to train the feeble mental faculties of the pupils, by
simple exercises, adapted to the purpose. These were described
in the last report, and the description need not be repeated now.

It is not necessary, either, to go into a detailed account of
each pupil. Two cases, however, will be described, because
they are types of a class, and because the success obtained with
them is great and striking.

The first will be the type of the class of idiots proper.

In former reports, I divided idiotic persons, for the sake of
convenient and popular classification, and with a view to show-
ing the degree of their mental infirmity, into three classes—Idi-
ots, Fools, and Simpletons; the first being the lowest, the last
the highest, in the intellectual scale. The class of idiots com-
prehends many whose mental infirmity arises from various
causes, but I consider the pure type of idiocy to be a person
whose lack of understanding arises from the smallness of his
brain. The organ is so small, that it cannot perform its func-
tions in a normal manner; it has not power enough. This class
is very small. For one person in whom idiocy is caused by
smallness of the brain, there are many in whom it is occasioned
by other causes; many whose brains are of normal size, but
not of normal condition.

George Rowell is a congenital idiot. He entered our school
in December, 1848, being then seven years and six months old.
His head was very small, especially in the upper regions. The
greatest circumference, over the occipital spine and the frontal
sinuses, was only 14 inches, 91 hundredths. The greatest
length, measuring from ear to ear, over the top of the head,
was only 10.44 inches. From the root of the nose to the occip-
ital spine, over the head, 10.13 inches. He was small ofstat-
ure, being only three feet nine inches in height; and he weighed
only thirty-two pounds. His temperament was decidedly ner-
vous, his organization fine, his complexion fair, his hair fine
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and light, his eyes dark and bright, his lips and nostrils thin,
his chest and abdomen narrow, his extremities slender and
bony, his fingers delicate and well proportioned.

His health was feeble, and he was subject to epileptic fits,
which recurred frequently. His father, in writing about him,
says “he was sickly, sometimes having two fits in a night.”

The senses of hearing and taste were not particularly dull,
though those of smell and touch were. He was very active in
his motions; his countenance was lively; and, in his gait and
some of his habits, he reminded one of a monkey. In point of
intelligence he was very low. Speech, that peculiarly human
attribute, and the surest test, in such cases, of the degree of in-
tellect, was wanting; he could pronounce only three words, and
those only indistinctly. He was, to all intents and purposes, as
dumb as a brute. He could be made to understand simple di-
rections, by signs and sounds, but hardly more than a dog; and
his memory was so feeble, that he forgot them at once. He had
no sense of decency or of duty, and no regard for the rights or
feelings of others.

There was, however, much vitality and energy about him,
which, being expended through his animal nature, kept him
active, restless, and mischievous. He was passionate and de-
structive, and given to picking things to pieces, and destroying
them. His appetite was voracious, and he would cram any-
thing he could lay his hands upon into his mouth, without the
use of fork or spoon. His acquisitiveness showed itself in hisdisposition to possess himself of whatever he could; pushing
others away to obtain it, and hoarding it up for himself. Hehad no sense of decency, and his habits were those of an infant.Such was this boy, two years and a half ago; nor was there
any reasonable hope of his improvement, lathe language of
his father, “ there seemed no hope of his learning to speak, or
read, or take care of himself.”

Hut now a great and happy change has come over him. Heis decent in all his habits, and cleanliness has not only becomea custom, but a want. He is neat in his dress ; he sits at table,and conducts himself properly, using a knife and fork, and eat-
ing as other children do. He makes his bed, sweeps the floor,assists in scouring knives, and does various little chores aboutthe house, with great good humor and sufficient skill. But the

2
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most gratifying result is, that he begins to speak ! About this
beginning there are some interesting phenomena. His case
shows, very strikingly, the great importance of the early and
ceaseless prattle of little children. They are training them-
selves for speech, by subtle exercise of the nice little muscles of
the lips, the tongue, and the throat; and the words which they
catch arc repeated over, a million of times, until they acquire
such pliancy, such swiftness, and such dexterity, as would ap-
pear to us marvellous, had we not acquired the same, without
knowing how long we were about it, or what it cost us.

After this long and varied training, which is-all in the way
of sport, children have the organs of speech fully prepared to
pronounce a language as fast as it can be supplied to them.
They imitate, perfectly and readily, the pronunciation of any
words of the language, or of any foreign language, provided it
do not contain sounds which their own has not. If it does, they
hesitate, because they never had drilled their organs to emit
this particular sound.

Whenever a person is prevented, by any cause whatever,
from learning to speak in early childhood, and attempts to do so
later in life, he lias great difficulty in articulating words; he
cannot learn to speak so fast as he can learn to understand lan-
guage, because his organs have not been trained. If he is an adult,
and his articulating organs have got their growth, and become
hardened, he never can break them in, so as to modulate new
sounds ; he can never pronounce the shibboleths of other tongues.

There are many well educated deaf mutes who can read and
write their own and even foreign languages, with great ease and
correctness; but if one of them should suddenly be made to

hear, he could not speak; hut he would have to go through a
very long and tedious training of his vocal organs, before he
could articulate so as to be understood. So it is with those
idiots who have not mind enough, who have not the human at-
tributes strong enough, to impel them, as other children are
impelled, to exercise the vocal organs, and who have had no
special aid given to lead them to do so. When this aid comes
at last, as it does in the case of the boy now under considera-
tion, then the difficulty manifests itself; he cannot use language
nearly as fast as he learns to understand it. George, however,
does not now need any urging to talk; the innate disposition to
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do so was always there, as it is in every human being; and,
now that the faculty has been awakened, with the awakening

comes the desire of exercising it; his tongue has been loosed,
and every hour, almost every minute, he keeps it in motion.
He still finds great difficulty in articulating any new word, but

this will be overcome rapidly.
He has learned to read simple sentences, and doesread under-

standingly, and with great pleasure and pride, such books as

Bumstead’s Primer. That he understands what he reads, and
that it awakens in his mind the same feelings and affections as

it does in other children, the following anecdote, related by Mr.
Puchards, will show;

i: One day, in reading about a little girl who fell into the
water, George looked up, with a countenance full of anxiety,
and exclaimed, inquiringly, girl-fell—water 7 Yes, said I;
and he seemed very sad, till I told him to read on, when
he came to the sentence, ‘the large black dog jumped into
the water and pulled her out.’ He seemed to fear that it
was not so, and said, inquiringly, pulled—her—out 7 Yes, said
I. Then repeating his question, as if it were hardly possible,
he said, pulled—her—out? Yes, I told him, pulled her out of
the water ! He immediately dropped his book, and, turning
round, threw his arms round the neck of a little boy who sat
near, and hugged and kissed him, crying and laughing alter-
nately for joy.”

The family and friends of this boy, who knew his former and
his present condition, readily bear their testimony to the change
and improvement which has taken place in him.

His father writes thus ;

Amesbury, Jan. 15, 1851.
Dr. S. G, Howe ;

Dear Sir, —In answer to your inquiry, I would say, that my
son George, when he left to go to your institution, was in a very
helpless condition. He could not articulate words, and was
sickly, sometimes having two fits in a night. We had to take
care of him and attend upon him as upon an infant. There
seemed no hope of his learning to speak, or read, or take care
of himself.
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In this condition he went to Boston. On his first visit home,
we saw a decided improvement. On the second, we were both
surprised and rejoiced ; his health was good, and he could speak
and read. We now thankfully trust, that he will be able to
take care of himself in life, with comfort to himself and his
friends.

Yours respectfully,
Jacob Rowell, Jr.

Annexed to this letter were two others, as follows:

The undersigned cheerfully bears testimony to the marked
and wonderful improvement in the boy, George J. Rowell. The
change is almost like a resurrection of a mind from death—or,
rather, a new creation.

John G. Whittier.
Amesbury, Ist mo., 15th day, 1851.

I would say, that I have known the lad above named for sev-
eral years, and can testify to the facts above stated. I saw him
last June, and was astonished to see the improvement he had
made, in mind and appearance.

Sarah M. Bradbury.

The following extract from an article on idiocy, in the last
number of the Christian Examiner, will be considered impor-
tant evidence, as the writer, Mr. G. B. Emerson, than whom no
one is a more competent judge in matters pertaining to educa-
tion, speaks from his own knowledge and observation of the
lad ;

“George Rowell, who knew nothing, could do nothing, ob-
served not the first rules of decency, and was utterly helpless,
and who, doubtless, under the usual system of neglect, would
have remained so, or, as is universally the case with neg-
lected idiots, would have become, if possible, worse, takes the
visitor’s hand, talks, articulating distinctly, and goes to the let-
ter frame upon the table, and not only selects and arranges the
letters to spell any common short word, but without aid, selects
and arranges the letters, and forms the sentence, Our Father
who art in heaven, hallowed be thy name ;—divine words, which
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are now familiar to the eye, and which, if he continues to make
the same progress, will soon, we may hope, reach the soul of
the poor rescued child. This boy was lately allowed to make a
short visit to his parents; and when, at the expiration of the
time, his teacher went to bring him home, the father began to
thank him, and to tell him how much he was pleased with his
progress. 1 George, now,’ he said, 1plays with the other boys;
he plays like the other boys.’ He would have gone on, but
he could only put his handkerchief to his eyes,—he could say
no more.” *

The complete success which has been obtained, by two years’
training and instruction of this lad, is very gratifying and very
important, because it establishes, beyond all question, the fact
that even idiots of the lowest mind may be improved. The
most sceptical person, who sees George, must pronounce him to
be a born idiot; and, if he pays a moment’s attention, must
confess that he manifests intelligence and capacity such as no
uninstructed idiot, no idiot left to the ordinary course of life,
ever could attain.

It is true that the class of pure idiots, to which George be-
longs, is small; it is true, also, that his organization is a remark-
able one; the high nervous temperament, and the fineness of
which are so apparent in him, give him great advantage. His
dwarfed brain is so active, that it enables him to do what, with
an ordinary one of the same size, he could not do. It is like a
machine, which makes up in speed what it wants in power.
Nevertheless, there he stands, redeemed from his degradation,
claiming kindred for himself and his class with humanity; and
if others can be elevated as much in five years as he has been
in two and a half, they surely ought to be.

The second case is one selected from that larger class of per-
sons, who are born with fair capacities, and who, under proper
treatment, would manifest a fair share of intellect, but who
have been badly managed, and become idiotic, or have been
misunderstood, and considered idiotic. Indeed, the boy Clapp,already mentioned as having been so much improved as to hedischarged and sent to a common primary school, was of thisclass; and so was the boy Clough, who was sent here as an

* Christian Examiner, January, 1851, p. 121.
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idiot, but discharged as having too much intellect. These,
however, were very favorable cases, and not fair specimens.
The one I shall select, was a very bad case, and presented to
common observers no hope of improvement.

Sylvanus J. Walker, of Worcester, mentioned in a former
report, was about six years old when he entered, October 17,
1848.

He was a pitiful sight to behold. He could not stand or even
sit erect. He had no command of his limbs, not even so much
as an infant of three months, for it can work its arms, and kick
its legs vigorously ; this poor boy, however, could do neither,
but laid almost like a jelly fish, as though his body were a mass
of flesh without any bones in it. He could not even chew
solid food, but had to be fed on milk, of which he consumed an
inordinate quantity. The utmost he could do, in the way of
motion, was to get his head propped up on one hand, and move
the other feebly about.

He measured 40 inches in length ; his weight was 31 pounds;
his head of average size; his temperament lymphatic. He
seemed to hear, but his eyes were dull and without “specula-
tion;” his other senses were quite inactive. He drivelled at the
mouth, and his habits were in all respects like those of an infant.
He was speechless, neither using nor understanding language,
though he made several sounds, which seemed to be a feeble
imitation of words.

Such was the unhappy and helpless condition of this poor
boy; and out of it there seemed no prospect of his emerging.
His case seemed to be one of congenital idiocy; but there are
strong reasons for thinking that he had been injured by bad
treatment. One instance of this was the fact that, soon after
his birth, the nurse rubbed into his head a considerable quantity
of rum, holding his head close to a stove, and rubbing it briskly
to promote the absorption. It is well known that liquids can
be absorbed into the system through the skin, and the effect of
rum upon the brain of a new-born infant must have been bad.

The change and improvement that lias taken place in this
boy, is most remarkable and most gratifying. In the report of
last year, he was thus noticed :

“He has been bathed daily in cold water; his limbs have
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been nibbed ; he has been dragged about in the open air, in a

little wagon, by the other boys; his muscles have been exer-
cised ; he has been made to grasp with his hands, and gradu-
ally to raise himself up by them. He was held up, and made
to bear a little of his weight upon his lower limbs; then a little

more; until, at last, to his great delight, he was able to go
about alone, by holding on the wall, or to one’s finger; even to

go up stairs, by clinging to the balusters. He can go around a
large table, by merely resting one hand upon the edge of it.
The like improvement has taken place in his habits. He is
observant of decency ; he calls, when he wants any assistance;
he can sit at the table, and chew his food, and even feed himself
pretty well.

11 His cheeks begin to glow with color; his eye is much
brighter ; he gives attention to what is passing around him, and
his whole countenance is more expressive of thought. His im-
provement of language is equally great; he has learned many
words, and can construct many simple sentences. His affections
begin to be developed, and he manifests his attachment to per-
sons by unmistakable signs. Such is the effect of a year’s
training; and it is but the beginning, for this boy will doubtless
go on improving, and advancing more rapidly for every step
heretofore gained. He was put down on the list as an idiot of
the lowest kind, for he was quite in an idiotic condition, nor
was there any means of knowing his latent capacities. It will
not be surprising, however, if he should be raised not only to
the highest grade of idiots, or simpletons, but even lifted quite
above that class. His case may prove to be one of those men-
tioned under the head of Classification, which are neglected,
because, by mistake, they are included in a class generally
deemed beyond the reach of the teacher’s art.”

During the last year, he has gone on improving. He is now
decent in all his habits, and tidy in his appearance; his coun-
tenance is bright and pleasing; he can sit at table, and feed
himself with knife and fork ; and though he does not venture to
go alone, his limbs not being quite strong enough, he can almost
do it, and he walks about by holding on to one’s finger.

AH his senses have improved greatly; and lie is so changed,
generally, that he could hardly be recognized as the same being
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who, (wo years ago, incapable of sitting at a desk, used to lie
upon a mattress in the school-room. The same writer in the
Christian Examiner, already quoted, says of this case:—

“The boy, Sylvanus Walker, who, two years ago, had not
learnt even to use any of his limbs, now sits, stands up, shakes
hands, is pleased, and smiles, asks you how you do, and reads
readily any part of a little book which was put into his hands
less than three months ago, points out any word you ask for on
the page, and does all this with so much pleasure, that when
you are about to turn away from him, he asks to be allowed to
read more, and eagerly reads to you his favorite passages.”

This boy is not now an idiot; nevertheless, he was in a state
of idiocy, and, to all appearance, of hopeless idiocy, when we
received him. He was considered one of the most unfavorable
subjects that could be found, and taken because it was desired
to have some of the worst as well as some of the best cases.
He has agreeably disappointed us, and outstripped others, who
were considered as more promising than he was.

May there not be scores of such cases among the hundreds
of idiots in our Commonwealth, who are now left in their brut-
ishness, because they seem incapable of receiving instruction?

Such are two of the most striking cases. Others might be
mentioned, where the results have been most gratifying.

I consider this experiment, therefore, to have been entirely
successful. It has demonstrated beyond question that, among
those unfortunate human beings who are left to grovel in brutal
idiocy, there are many who can be redeemed and elevated, and
made to be comparatively intelligent, and happy, and useful.
Here stand the rescued ones, living proofs of the power of edu-
cation. Let even the most sceptical examine them closely;
their doubts will be removed. Let those who have disapproved
the project as a vain and hopeless one, and those, also, who
have ridiculed it as a presumptuous one, (for there have been
both, and in high places, too,) let them come, and see whether
they have not unwittingly been encouraging an abandonment
of their fellow-beings, who might have been saved from a con-
dition at which humanity shudders.

The period for which an appropriation was made has not yet
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expired, but it will have expired before the Legislature assembles
again; and, unless some measures are taken now to continue
the enterprise, it must be abandoned for want of means. I
would, therefore, earnestly ask, that a rigid examination of our
school may be made, and when satisfactory evidence is obtained
that the condition of idiots can be materially improved,—that
they can bo lifted out of the brutishness in which they grovel,—
that they can be made decent, and industrious, and happy,—
then that measures be taken at once to secure so desirable an
end, and consummate such a truly Christian work. Let an
institution be permanently established, for teaching and training
as many idiots as are capable of being improved. It is hard,
indeed, to see upon what ground this can be refused. The
State recognizes the right of all to an education ; she provides
it for ordinary children in the common Schools; she provides it
for the deaf mutes, and for the blind, in institutions got up ex-
pressly for their use; and shall the idiots be excluded from par-
ticipation in the boon which they, more than all others need,
because they are the most unfortunate and the most helpless?
Surely not; but, on the contrary, their claim should be consid-
ered all the stronger, because they have not the wit to urge, nor
the power to enforce it. Their fate is entirely in our hands, and
it is for us to say whether those among them who have latent
capacities shall go down to the grave like the beasts that per-
ish, or shall first learn to know and to love their “ Father who
is in heaven.”

It would be needless, however, for me to repeat the considera-
tions which plead for the establishment of a permanent School
and Asylum for Idiots. Such considerations will doubtless
occur to enlightened and Christian lawgivers, who will desire
to make the circle of the Charities of the State wide and com-
plete, so as to embrace every class of the unfortunate ; not for-
getting, moreover, that the sight of human beings in a state of
neglected degradation, is always demoralizing to a community.

Respectfully submitted by

S. G. HOWE.
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